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ABSTRACTS


The study was aimed to develop learning media in Writing Descriptive Text for Grade VII of Junior High School Students. This study was conducted by using Research and Development (R&D) design through six stages; gathering information and data, analyzing data, designing materials, validating by experts, revising, and final product. The subject of the study was Grade VII of SMP Ypi Amir Hamzah Medan. The instruments of data collection were gathered by administering interview and distributing questionnaire. The study conducted interview to the English teacher and distributing questionnaire to 25 respondents to get the students’ needs. The interview and questionnaire results proved that the students need English learning media which can motivate the students to understand about writing descriptive text. The product had been validated by the experts namely English lecturer and English teacher. The product result was Word Wall which is modifying House based on destination of North Sumatera. The result of experts’ validation showed that the media was an appropriate media to be used on writing descriptive text by getting the average percentage 92% categorized excellent.
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INTRODUCTION

Background of the Study

Writing is also an excellent communication tool. Through writing, each person will be able to convey feelings, ideas, and announcement to others. Brown (2001) states that the writing is a process of putting ideas down on paper to transform thoughts into words to sharpen main idea to give structure and coherent organization into its work. Nadeem, et.all (2016) stated that writing has often been considered equal to teaching grammar and sentences structure. Then different surveys proved that writing is difficult and a complex process. Though writing is a difficult part, but the students should master that skill since it is essential in learning English. There are some kinds of genre in English. Then according to syllabus of curriculum 2013, one of the genres students learnt in Junior High School is descriptive text. A Descriptive text is describe about something such as person, animal, person and place.

However, the students ability of writing descriptive text was still lack showed from the students’ score which was still under the minimum score (KKM) of the eighth grade at SMP Ypi Amir Hamzah Medan (KKM=70).

In teaching and learning process, it was found some problems including the students’ attitude. The students tended to be bored in learning English such as in writing descriptive text. The students were also lack of motivation since they were not interested in the teaching and learning process because of the unchangable method from the teacher. The researcher found earlier that the teacher used lecturing method. Another problem is students did not understand what the teacher had explained. In addition, there was no media used since the teacher only taught descriptive text then asked the students to write a descriptive text whereas the students were still confused what actually descriptive text is and how to write it.

Based on the students’ attitude which are easy to be bored and the purpose of curriculum 2013 that also demand the students as future generations, should know about their local wisdom. Green (1993) argued that word walls is an organized collection of large print words on the classroom wall. A word wall help
to create a print rich environment for students, and can be a wonderful tool that is designed to promote group learning.

The word wall will also make the students to be easier in learning since they will learn based on their environment itself. Since even the students learn English as a foreign language, the students still are educated based on their identity. Ningrum (2015) stated that “Education sees the environment as a source of knowledge for the formation of word wall.

In this case word wall, an interesting useful application for students, comes up as a solution in helping the teacher to achieve the goal of the writing skill. Word wall is a game which is the result of modifying house. It will consist of some elements that relate to local wisdom of North Sumatera.

Therefore, the study was aimed to develop word wall as a English teaching on writing descriptive text for the 7th grade students at SMP Ypi Amir Hamzah Medan.

**REVIEW OF LITERATURE**

1. **Writing**

Writing is one of language skills which should be mastered by the students. In writing, there will be product which is written form since the students will deliver the ideas, thoughts, and experiences. Therefore, the students should be able to write well in order to express their feeling, need, and desire in a understandable written form.

Harmer (2004: 7) stated that writing is the only skill that can produce a real product, which is touchable, readable, and keepable for long time. Since the speaking skill that can produce the spoken form of language is only heard without any real form.

Harmer (2004: 4-5) gives four main steps that the writer should pay attention to, there are planning, drafting, editing (reflecting and revising) and final version. The details of each steps can be described such as, (1) Planning, (2) Drafting, (3) Editing (Reflecting and Revising), (4) Final Version.
2. Descriptive Text

Zemach and Rumisek (2005), stated that descriptive paragraph explain how someone or something looks or feels. The process of paragraph explain how something is done. Descriptive paragraph describe about a person, a place, or a thing in which descriptive paragraph has three generic structures such as identification, description, and conclusion.

A descriptive text is a piece of writing that is intended to convey meaning to the reader through sensory details and provide image to the reader. Additionally, descriptive text is a paragraph may be defined as a group of sentences that are closely related in thought and which serve one comment purpose often used to describe what a person looks and acts like, what a place looks like, and what an object like. Futhermore, Pardiyono (2007) state that description paragraph is a type of written text paragraph, in which has the spesific function to describe about an object and it has the aim that is giving description of the object to the reader clearly.

3. Media

Kamaludin (2009) states that media is facilities, resources or tools used by people to produce message or information. It can be any components that students used to convey messages in order to build their motivation to learn. Media is a tool to support teaching and learning process. Media will increase the learning motivation and curiousity of the students. In Willingham's (2009) research, he asked a simple question to make his point, "Why do students remember everything that's on television and forget what we lecture?" -- because visual media helps students retain concepts and ideas. Sudjana (2001: 64) metions the function of learning media in teaching - learning process such as, (1) It is not addition function, but has own function as an aid to express effective teaching learning situation; (2) It is integral part of all learning situation; and (3) The using of learning media is more important to accelerate
teaching and learning process and help student in comprehend material from teacher.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This research was conducted by using educational Research and Development (R & D) by Borg and Gall (2003). This study was conducted at SMP Ypi Amir Hamzah Medan which is located in Jl. Meranti No 1 Medan Petisah, Medan Sumatera Utara. The subject of this study is the grade VII students of SMP Ypi Amir Hamzah Medan. The instruments of data collection were gathered by administering interview and distributing questionnaire. The study conducted interview to the English teacher and distributing questionnaire to 25 respondents to get the students’ needs. In addition, the qualitative and quantitative research were conducted to analyze the data.

RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION

Research findings

This study was aimed to create a learning media based on the students and also the teacher needs. The researcher used Recycle material modification called as word wall. The learning media that made by the researcher done in several steps. The step planning consists of preparing the material, designing the media, making media, adding some decoration to make media more interesting.

The learning media created by using word wall has the result that the students and the teacher want for. The learning media consists of descriptive text materials, information about meaning of descriptive text, some picture of places in North Sumatera, and the tasks in writing descriptive text. The media is completed by some equipments of word wall.

a. The Equipments of Word Wall

In designing the word wall used the recycle material such as cartoon. Then the researcher design the word wall by shaping the cartoon becoming house form
Furthermore, the equipments were needed in completing Word Wall such as cards, deeds. Then the researcher designed the cards consisting four kinds of cards. All the cards were designed by using Microsoft word Application in laptop. Those cards are shown the figure below.

**Figure 4.1 Word Wall**

Furthermore, the equipments were needed in completing Word Wall such as cards, deeds. Then the researcher designed the cards consisting four kinds of cards. All the cards were designed by using Microsoft word Application in laptop. Those cards are shown the figure below.

**Figure 4.2 Cards of Word Wall**
Furthermore, in playing *word wall*, it is needed a dice to determine the picture by the group. Therefore, the researcher designed the interesting dice manually by recycling used cardboard. The dice and its media are shown as the figure below.

![Image of the Dice of Word Wall](image)

*Figure 4.3 The Dice of Word Wall*

The players will not know how to play *Word Wall* well. Therefore, the researcher made a manual book containing the information of *Word Wall* such as introduction, the equipments, the general rules, the specific rules, the procedures, and the ways to be a winner. The template of manual book is shown as figure 4.4.

![Image of the Guidance Book of Word Wall](image)

*Figure 4.4 The Guidance Book of Word Wall*

**b. Word Wall Media**

*Word Wall* was designed manually by using recycle materials that were added some accessories to make media more interesting. The concept of board media was like a house that increases the students curiosity toward the Word Wall.
Thus, there is difference from between exterior and interior Word Wall. The figures 4.5 below shows the exterior of word wall.

![Figure. 4.5 Exterior of Word Wall](image)

After opening the house, the Word Wall display becomes flats as board call interior of Word Wall. It has a board card, deed, and picture. It can attract the students’ interest by the right color combination. The interior of Word Wall is shown as the figure 4.6 below.

![Figure. 4.6 Interior of Word Wall](image)

In order to implement the curriculum of 2013 that applied scientific approach, Sani (2015:53) stated that Scientific Approach can be done in the following steps: observing, questioning, experimenting, associating and communicating. The scientific approach relates to the Word Wall on writing descriptive text especially personal descriptive text since in doing the task by the group, the students were directed to follow the steps of scientific approach which are explained below.
1) Observing

The first step of scientific approach was observing. In this step, the teacher shows *Word Wall* showed the figure 4.7 below in front of the class.

![Word Wall](image1)

*Figures 4.7 Word Wall*

Then, the students will look at a house that can be opened, then becoming the explanation and tasks from subject namely descriptive text. The students will be directed to see the interior from the house. Then, they will be asked to remember about the descriptive text such as about the places, the teacher will give the explanation about the subject namely descriptive text and after that the teacher will ask the students to make a group and doing the tasks based on the groups. Furthermore, the students read the manual book containing all the information about *Word Wall* as the instruction or rules of the tasks to stimulate the students to think on how to write descriptive text based on word wall which relates to some interesting places in North Sumatera, especially Medan.

2) Questioning

The next step was questioning. In this step, the students were supposed to ask questions related to the instruction or rules in playing the *Word Wall*. 
Not only that, but the students are also supposed to ask about how to write personal descriptive text relating toward the look at the picture inside. The question have also include in the word wall to stimulate the students about how to write descriptive text. Furthermore, the questions in word wall will direct the students to be more curiosity in knowing about personal descriptive text which is the characteristics of the places. Here are the questions example which make the students to be more curiosity about the media *Word Wall*.

1. As a youth generation, how to write your short personal descriptive text about the characteristics of places?

3) Associating

The next steps was associating. The teacher divides the class into some groups. Each groups discuss the ideas of descriptive text in general related to the word wall instructions in writing descriptive text.

In this step, the students start to play the *Word Wall* from the first open the house. Then the students see the explanation and information of the descriptive text especially about the definition, generic structure and also the language features from the descriptive text. After the students know the explain from the subject, the teacher will opened again, and the students will see the picture inside. The students will take the word in the pocked and should arrange the word based on the picture. The figure 4.8 below shown *Word Wall* as a playing board of the students.

*Figures 4.8 explanation and taks of descriptive text*
4) Experimenting

The students play the word wall. The students attempt to write descriptive text based on the instruction given. The players will be asked to write descriptive text when the players get number from the picture. Then the players must discuss with the group to arrange the word from the pocket based on the instructions which almost asked to write personal descriptive text about places in North Sumatera especially in Medan. To be the winner each of groups should fast to finished the word as well. If the group can finished the game as well so the group can be the winner in this section.

![Figures. 4.9 Word Wall](image)

5) Communicating

The Last Step is communicating. Communicating is the step to show the results of the students in writing descriptive text in the class. In this step, the teacher guided the students to show the results about personal descriptive text and also did dome corrections to the students. For example, the teacher can summing up some difficult vocabulary that they can be memorized later and asking to tell about the places information that the students found while playing Word Wall. Then, the other players have also supposed knowing descriptive text. The winner of Word Wall will be determined the results from the each of group when the students are able to describe their place by arranging the words correctly and when the students arrange the description faster than others. Therefore, by implementing scientific approach relating to Word Wall makes the players which
are the students became understandable about descriptive text and had ability in writing descriptive text well.

Table 4.9. The Result Data of Experts’ Validation of Word Wall

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Item Assessed</th>
<th>Experts Validation (Percentages)</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Linguistic Aspect</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Process Aspect</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Product and Content Aspect</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Layout Aspect</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>An overall assessment</strong></td>
<td><strong>92</strong></td>
<td><strong>Excellent</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

The result of this study is to develop a learning media and to find out the needs for the seventh grade students. The researcher developed the learning media because the media is not appropriate for the seventh grade students at SMP Ypi Amir Hamzah Medan. The media contains of main competence and basic competence as the basis and are believed to be able to ease the students in ability in writing descriptive text especially personal descriptive text.

The experts had validated media which is categorized excellent. Since the average percentages of those aspects is 92%. In general, the experts’ validation is excellent even there are also some aspects which are good. However, overall the word wall has fulfilled some standards and students’ need on writing descriptive text for the eighth grade students at SMP Ypi Amir Hamzah Medan. There are only few things that should be improved such as language efficiency, discussion.
process, and unknown vocabularies which are categorized good by both of experts.

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

Conclusions

After analyzing the data gotten from interview and questionnaires results of English teacher and students at SMP Ypi Amir Hamzah Medan, the researcher draws the conclusion that the students are lack of motivation since they are not interested in the teaching and learning process. Furthermore, after conducted the study, the result of the study showed that the average percentage of validation from the experts is 92% and it is categorized as relevant. It means that the media are valid and appropriate to use as learning media of writing descriptive text for the eighth grade students at SMP Ypi Amir Hamzah Medan.

Suggestion

1. For the teacher should find an appropriate learning media in improving their skill and motivating them in learning English.
2. For the students, they can use the Word Wall as a media for them to be used in writing recount text.
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